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Air France and Paris airports to run biometric boarding pilot
Air France and Aéroports de Paris (ADP) have agreed to roll out a biometric

boarding pilot early next year that will use facial recognition to improve travel

experience and speed up processing times for boarding and baggage drop-off

at French airports, writes L’Express. Air France and another airline will

integrate the system in place of boarding cards at Paris Orly airport ―on three

regular flights, presumably in the European area‖ a source told L’Express. ―We

have already deployed facial recognition at the border crossing [the new

Parafe airlock managed by the Border Police] and we are experimenting with

the use of a biometric card,‖ said an ADP spokesperson.

The Next Chapter of ISIS and al-Qaeda: Strategies and Attack Plans

Militants Kill 54 in Attack on Mali Army Post, ISIS Claims 
Responsibility At least 53 soldiers and one civilian have been killed in an attack on an army

post in northern Mali, the government said, in one of the deadliest strikes

against the West African country’s military in recent memory. Islamic state

claimed responsibility for the attack via its Amaq news agency on Saturday,

without providing evidence. The militant group has posted dozens of claims of

responsibility for attacks in several countries since U.S. special forces killed

its previous leader Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi last weekend.

Read more at NBC News

ISIS is regrouping with a new strategy following the defeat of the physical

Caliphate in Iraq and Syria, an August analysis shows. And al-Qaeda has not

gone away – in fact, the terror group is ―bouncing back‖ but following a

different path than ISIS. They are competing with each other for leadership of

the Islamic extremist movement, and the battleground might well be here in

the West. These are some of the conclusions reached by Dr. Asaad

Do you know where your gun is? Some airport travelers don't 
When a Texas man got caught with a loaded firearm at the Pittsburgh

International Airport security checkpoint on Halloween, he turned gun shy. He

didn’t know he had the handgun with him, he explained. It’s a common refrain

among those who end up being detained at security checkpoints after U.S.

Transportation Security Administration officers spot a handgun in their bags,

backpacks, purses or carry-ons. They just forgot they were packing heat — in

the very literal sense. In terms of excuses, absent-mindedness tops the list.

Almohammad, a senior research fellow with the Program on Extremism at George Washington University,

who specializes in using primary sources, in a report for the International Centre for Counter-Terrorism –

The Hague. In particular, he has studied the leading databases of jihadist activity, including the widely used

Global Terrorism Database, and has examined the groups’ rhetoric and their own strategic publications.
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EU Operation Takes Down More Than 26,000 Pieces of ISIS-
Supporting Online Content
Between 21-24 November, law enforcement and judicial authorities in

Europe launched a joint action against the so-called Islamic State (IS) to

disrupt the online activities of this terrorist organisation. The referral

action coordinated by the European Union Internet Referral Unit of

Europol, supported by Euro just was joined by 12 Member States and 9

online service providers. It led to the referral of a total of over 26 000

items of IS-supporting content. This process is based on the referral by

Europol of branded terrorist propaganda to online service providers who

are responsible for evaluating it to establish any potential breach of their

terms of service, to ensure that the rule of law is implemented and

freedom of speech is safeguarded.

Helicopter Collision Kills 13 French Troops Pursuing Militants in 
Mali
Thirteen French troops were killed in a midair collision between two

helicopters in Mali on Monday night as they fought Islamic militants in

the west African country.The French president, Emmanuel Macron,

expressed his ―deep sadness‖ at the crash, stressing the ―courage of the

French soldiers‖ in what he called the ―hard fight against terrorism‖ in

west Africa’s Sahel region. It was the biggest loss of French troops in a

single day since an attack in Beirut 36 years ago when 58 soldiers

died.The helicopters collided at low altitude as they swooped in at

nightfall to support ground forces engaged in combat with militants.

Gas Stations, Terror Balloons and Team Spirit: ISIS Propaganda 
Since Baghdadi’s Death
Since Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi detonated his suicide vest during a U.S. raid on

his Syrian compound, Islamic State media announced the appointment of new

caliph Abu Ibrahim al-Hashimi al-Qurashi.ISIS’ extended media network —

propaganda and recruitment outreach including official media, allied media

groups and independent operators spread across the globe , continuing to

churn out materials that not only lauded the late terror leader but vowed to

carry on. The online propaganda produced and disseminated since Baghdadi’s

death reflects allegiance to al-Qurashi, the push to keep broadening the reach

of the terror group, and the drive to recruit unlikely operatives for message-

sending attacks.

NY Times Scrubs Word ‘Terror’ From Coverage of Killing of Islamic 
Jihad Leader
Why did The New York Times scrub the word ―terrorist‖ from its coverage of the

targeted killing of a senior leader of Palestinian Islamic Jihad by Israel? The U.S.

designated Palestinian Islamic Jihad as a foreign terror group in 2001. Other

countries – including Canada, Japan and the entire European Union – have done

the same.As CAMERA noted, in the Time’s coverage of the recent targeted killing

of Abu Bakr al Baghdadi by the U.S., the newspaper referred to ISIS’ leader as a

―terrorist‖ who led a ―terrorist group‖ which committed ―acts of terror.‖

All accurate terms.

https://clarionproject.org/glossary/jihad/
https://www.state.gov/executive-order-13224/

